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There is something touching about a girl manufacturing a volume of essays in memory of her father, whether or 

not (some would say, notably when) the providing is created posthumously. This assortment of speeches, 

delivered by an eclectic group of personalities – comprising of practicing and educational lawyers, serving and 

retired judges and a social scientist – between 2004 and 2017, stands testimony to the love and regard during 

which Sujata Manohar, a member of the Mumbai Bar (who went on to become a judge of the Supreme Court of 

India), held her late father, Kantilal Thakordas Desai. Popularly called 'K.T.' in legal circles, Desai was himself 

a outstanding attorney and judge of the Mumbai state supreme court during the last century. The twelve 

substantive essays within the book span a good flock of subjects from human rights, human duties, judiciary 

and also the media, the rule of law, national unity, judicial overreach, criminal law, judicial dissents, to the state 

of democracy in modern india. As may be expected, they represent a collection, with the contributions varying 

long, style, coherence and quality. an introductory chapter, during which Sujata Manohar reminisces dearly 

regarding her father, lends a private bit to throng (she gracefully acknowledges in the very preface the 

contribution that her sister, Sadhana, a medical specialist, has generated to the commencement of the lecture 

series on which the book is based).The volume starts with a collation of speeches created by seven legal 

luminaries at a conference unionized in 2004 by the two sisters within the historic central hall of the Mumbai 

high court to inaugurate the lecture series. These speeches, are mostly  demotic in tone than the essays that 

follow, provide personal reflections on Justice Desai and of the judiciary in his time. To many, they're going to 

evoke reminiscences of an era that appears generations away and whose attribute has long gone out of fashion. 

As for the essays themselves, it's tough to make out an overarching theme or a standard thread to them (except 

probably that each one of  the topics addressed  fall preponderantly within the orbit of 'public law' and present a 

worldview that may broadly speaking be known as 'liberal' within the sense during which that term is currently 

unremarkably understood – brave would be the organizer of a lecture series these days who invites speakers of 

a conservative disposition!). a number of the contributions is also criticised for traversing well-trodden ground 

with no a brand new plan or novel insight (an example of this can be the essay on 'Actualizing Human Rights' 

by the previous magistrate of india, J.S. Verma, who with very little of regurgitate platitudes and recite facts 

that are the topic of diverse articles and speeches over the years). a unique sort of criticism is also levelled 

against one or 2 different contributions: the essay on 'Judiciary and also the Media' by the previous Supreme 
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Court judge Ruma Pal, as an example, focuses on a theme that is both extremely topical and made with 

potential for meaningful  comment (and, one would possibly add, for development of the law). sadly, the 

author's treatment of it leaves abundant to be desired: there's little or no internal coherence, and also the essay 

lacks a correct structure, with the result that the reader is left with a sense of the discussion being all across the 

place and extremely disjointed. a real opportunity chance lost, particularly provided that the author is mostly 

recognized as one of India's additional scholar legal personalities. in contrast, the essay on 'Judicial Overreach' 

by Ashok Desai, a leading member of the Bar, could be a model of meticulous organization and perceptive 

analysis. it's notably commendable for what discerning readers (even people who might not trust the author's 

views on the subject) can recognize as lightly-worn scholarship. Not for him the flashy displays of information 

or the self-promotional grandstanding that has, sadly, become commonplace among some Indian lawyers and 

judges in recent times. Another essay that deserves praise, albeit for various reasons, is that the one on 

'Fundamental Duties – A Forgotten Chapter of the Constitution' by R.C. Lahoti, a former magistrate of india, 

during which the author attracts attention to a much-neglected facet of the Indian constitution which, he argues, 

ought to be given bigger prominence in constitutional discourse than has been the case. Some readers might 

take the read that this essay may well be improved in demonstration terms, however that will be a minor 

quibble. queries can continuously be raised, within the context of collections like these, regarding the selection 

of contributors, and there aren't any straightforward answers. should those invited to deliver memorial lectures 

essentially must have some previous affiliation or familiarity with the person being memorialized? though some 

would argue that they ought to, sensible considerations usually trump such choices. within the case of the 

current volume, several of the contributors – English judges Lord Woolf of Barnes and lady Justice (as she then 

was) Mary Arden; English attorney, Anthony Lester (who was within the news recently in none-too-edifying 

circumstances); 2 teachers from the united states and also from UK, Paul Dubinsky and Bhikhu Parekh, 

respectively; and a minimum of a pair of Indian judges, R.C. Lahoti and Santosh Hegde (and perhaps 2 

additional, J.S. Verma and R.F. Nariman) – are unlikely have had any personal familiarity or contact with 

Justice Desai, however they were yet invited to talk in his honor and memory. A additional pertinent question 

during this context would possibly be: if previous acquaintance with the topic of the lecture series isn't 

essential, do those invited to talk must essentially be well-known or belong to the circle of the 'great and also 

the good' as appears to be normally expected? Some would argue that a case may be created, quite creditably, 

for speakers who, despite not possessing those qualifications, could be able to provide additional thoughtful and 

more substantial contributions than the extremely normal and anodyne offerings that a number of their known 

colleagues usually impose upon their audiences. There are, it'd be safe to assume, at least a few such candidates 

in India (and abroad) whom the organizers of the Desai memorial lectures would move to hunt out for the 

longer term. Arguably, the foremost placing feature of this book is its obvious look. In sheer visual terms it 
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stands out for the straightforward class of its cover, the neat layout of the contents, and also the engaging font 

and spacing of its 300-odd pages. however those delights are, sadly, offset by variety of completely avertable 

shortcomings, the foremost distinguished of that are lax redaction and a careless back index. It remains a supply 

of constant frustration for intelligent readers that Indian publishers have however tried to find out the 

importance of the rear index; and their stubborn refusal to speculate the required resources towards obtaining 

skilled facilitate during this space is as problematic because it is inexcusable. Some readers also will cavil at the 

questionable judgment at those liable for composing the biographic sketches of the contributors showing at the 

start of every essay; eye-brows will, particularly, be raised at their predilection for highlight the parentage of 

the contributors which during this day and age would be thought of completely tangential in most countries. 

 


